
GABRIEL SMAGLIK: Hi.  My name is Gabriel Smaglik.  I'm a PYLN board member, Pennsylvania Youth 

Leadership Network.  This is Dennis Marion.  Can you tell us a little bit more of your background? 

DENNIS MARION: I'm deputy secretary of the Office of Mental Health and Substance Abuse Services, 

which is part of the Department of Public Welfare in the Commonwealth.  We are responsible for the 

behavioral health services throughout the commonwealth; relate to health choices and local mental health 

services. 

GABRIEL SMAGLIK: Okay.  Dennis, for a young person with a disability what are some keys to success 

you would recommend to a young adult? 

DENNIS MARION: Young adult, someone who is entering young adult, somebody on the outer side of 

being a young adult, entering adulthood.  I think when experiencing some of the challenges associated 

with having a disability, it's helpful to be part -- be connected to someone else who has some other 

experience.  Has maybe peer experience, someone who's gone through a similar road.  And it's helpful to 

kind of draw in that experience, not necessarily follow it exactly but just kind of recognize that you're not 

alone.  That other individuals have been there, maybe not in exact same way you have but in a similar 

way that had some experience trying to find help, trying to find maybe say, a treatment option or rehab 

options or finding ways to succeed within a school environment or find a way into the workforce.  It's 

always I think a good idea to try to draw from the experience of others.  So just being willing to reach out 

and just say, I could use a little advice, I could use a little help.  Also if that doesn't work, say within a 

school environment, there are crisis programs throughout the commonwealth, every county.  There are 

referral agencies throughout.  There are all sorts of specialty services and so they're there to be found 

and connected to but it takes some persistence.  It just takes a willingness to engage and say look I could 

probably use some advice or help into than attempting to make the connection work. 

GABRIEL SMAGLIK: What are some things that your agency is doing to obtain support? 

DENNIS MARION: Great question.  One of the things, I think that's most intriguing is the emergence of 

peers within the mental health service system.  And it's something that allows individuals who have, you 

know, work through their own recovery journey and have you know, gain some experience and made 

some progress and since have found some success, to share that experience with others that are just 

coming through.  So it's a great opportunity for individuals to reach out and help and support one another.  

In addition to whatever might be available from you know, the professionals in the field, you know, 

therapists and counselors and doctors.  The peers I just think are one of the most important new aspects 

of the mental health service system. 

GABRIEL SMAGLIK: Dennis, if you had a time machine, what do you see in future for people with 

disabilities and like how would you look at, like what do you see? 



DENNIS MARION: My vision includes a world without barriers, be they physical or artificial where we talk 

about individuals as individuals and the disability is just another factor, another characteristic, but it 

doesn't define the person. 

GABRIEL SMAGLIK: Dennis, I just want to thank you for your time. 

DENNIS MARION: Oh, it's my pleasure.  It's my pleasure. 


